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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Description of the structure of the course

Module #

Title

Theory (hours)

Practical (hours)

1

Acquire Project

12

40

52

2

Conduct Energy Review of the company

115

238

353

3

Advise on developing company energy policy and
strategies

73

198

271

4

Monitoring the Energy Performance of the company

36

64

100

5

Develop workforce competencies of the company

36

96

132

6

Develop Professionalism

12

28

40

284

664

948

Total

1.2

Total (hours)

Duration of the course and delivery mechanism

The proposed curriculum is composed of 6 modules that will be covered in a total of 1038 contact hours:
Total: 948hours
Theory: 284hours (30.0 %)
Practical: 664hours (70 %)
5

Number of 284 hours for theory is slightly less than the 300 hours recommended in the DACUM document elaborated by a workgroup and
approved by NAVTTC. The DACUM document explicitly states that it is possible to deviate from the suggestion.
The amount of 664 for practical training is calculated based on the period of 6 months suggested in the same DACUM document. Following
considerations were taken into account:
•

Calculation is based on 8 hours work per day and 6 working days per week that results in a maximum of 1250 working hours in 6 months.

•

Deduction of 250 hours for illness, holidays (individual and public), strikes, work-interruption due to load shedding.

•

Deduction of 336 hours for work assigned to the trainees that is not related to training course. Employees of the technical capacity of the
trainees are limited in the industries and thus it must be planned on the assumption that they will be burdened with work not related to the
course irrespective of agreements signed with the company.

The training model must be suitable for the potential trainees. As the course is mainly designed for technical staff from the industry thus training
hours should not or only to a limited extend interfere with working hours.

1. Suggested Model : Theoretical training takes place 4 days a week and 3 hours per day. Practical training should start once relevant
learning unit has been completed.
The suggested models are based on following assumptions:
•

1.3

Total course should last from 7 months to one year. Theoretical part must be completed within first 6 months

Purpose of the training program

The purpose of the training is to develop a range of skills and techniques, personal skill and attributes that are essential for performing the tasks as
energy advisor, energy manager, energy efficiency consultant, energy efficiency trainer or management representative for ISO 50001 as per
industry requirements.
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1.4

Specific characteristics of the training program
•

The training program shall be organized in a training institute where the relevant measurement equipment and faculty is available.

•

The training program shall enable the student to enhance technical skills and managerial skills to pursue a career path with focus on
energy efficiency either in the industry or as a consultant or trainer.

•

The training program requires basic knowledge in technology, mathematics, physics and chemistry.

•

The training program is comprehensive for all working areas of an energy advisor (thermal, electrical, and mechanical energy production,
distribution and consumption; managerial aspects of energy efficiency) but is highly relevant for students only interested in one of the
aspects as all areas are closely interlinked.

•

The training program shall provide a hands-on approach on how the energy performance of a company can be analyzed and improvement
measures can be planned, executed and monitored.

1.5

Main objectives of the training program
•

To produce capable and skillful industry managers, consultants and trainers as per requirements of the industry.

•

To develop excellent professionals in the field of energy efficiency in the industry who are capable to analyze energy performance, to
identify improvement potentials and to implement and monitor energy efficiency measures efficiently and effectively.

•

To enable trainees to perform all work safely, effectively and hygienically and to guide other managers or workers to do so as well.

•

To develop characteristics among the trainees such as reliability, responsibility, flexibility and ethical behavior.

•

To develop and promote analytical and investigative traits among the trainees.

1.6

Skill development by action orientation

The trainee must have the following skills after action orientation:
•

Consult with teachers and other trainees to determine their ideas and requirements.
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•

Give a positive impression of yourself whenever any task given by teachers.

•

Develop a sense of duty, patience and a desire to be helpful.

•

Ensure personal &occupational health and safety precautions.

•

Define and practice of good housekeeping.

•

Adopt preventive maintenance of equipment and tools

1.7

Entry level of trainees

The minimum level of education and work experience required to enter the training program:
•

Education: Bachelor’s degree (BSc Engineering) , M.Sc Physics , MSc. Chemistry or Bachelors of Technology (B Tech )

•

Work Experience:
• At least 3 years of work experience in the industry after BSc Engineering, M.Sc Physics or MSc. Chemistry .
• At least 5 years of work experience in the industry after B-Tech

1.8

Trainer's Profile

Bachelor's Degree in relevant field with at least 5 years of relevant experience.
OR
Master's Degree in relevant field with at least 3 years of relevant experience.
The above mentioned experience requirement can relaxed for persons having energy related certification, accredited nationally or internationally

8

1.9

Medium of instruction

Language for verbal explanations is English and Urdu while all training material including further reading material, standards (e.g. ISO 50001),
manuals of measurement equipment and machines as well as internet sources for further research are in English.

1.10 Laws and Regulations
The trainees shall learn to perform all their work in compliance with laws and legislation that apply for their field of work:
•

Occupational health and safety regulations: Chapter 3 of Factories Act, 1934; Hazardous Occupations Rules, 1963; Boilers and Pressure
Vessels Ordinance, 2002; West Pakistan Shops and Establishments Ordinance, 1969

•

Workplace Regulations: Protection Against Harassment of Women at Work Place Act 2010

•

Environmental regulations: Pakistan Environmental Protection Act 1997, National Environmental Quality Standards

•

National Energy Efficiency and Conservation Act 2015

1.11 Suggested distribution of modules
Module-1: Acquire Project
Module-2: Conduct Energy Review of the company
Module-3: Advise on developing company energy policy and strategies
Module-4: Monitoring the Energy Performance of the company
Module-5: Develop workforce competencies of the company
Module-6: Develop Personal Professionalism ( Shall be incorporated in the other modules and be taught throughout the training program).
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1.12 Competencies gained after completion of the course
After completion of the course, the trainee will be able to:
•

Develop project proposals, negotiate terms and fees and develop contracts.

•

Measure and analyze relevant data for energy performance of a company.

•

Develop an energy baseline and identify areas for improvement.

•

Plan, implement and monitor measures to improve energy performance of a company.

•

Develop energy policy and objectives.

•

Plan, organize and evaluate trainings on energy efficiency within a company

•

Perform all work according to prevailing safety precautions.

•

Identify sources for continuous professional development.

1.13 Worker traits
•

Presentable

•

Ethical

•

Social

•

Patient

•

Team player

•

Non-political

•

Adaptability

•

Investigative

10

•

Efficient

•

Punctual

•

Flexible to working environment

•

Flexible to travel

1.14 Opportunities for employment and advancement
•

Energy manager or energy adviser in the industry (textile, leather, pharmaceuticals, food processing, automotive, cement etc.)

•

Energy efficiency consultant for industry and commerce.

•

Energy efficiency trainer for workers and lower management of industries.
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2 OVERVIEW OF THE CURRICULUM FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY ADVISOR
Module Title and Aim

Learning Unit

Theory1
(hours)

Practical2
(hours)

Total
(hours)

Module-1: Acquire Project

LU-1: Prepare a project proposal

8

24

32

Aim: Be able to prepare
project proposals and to
negotiate and draft a contract.

LU-2: Finalize the contract

4

16

20

Module-2: Conduct Energy
Review of the company

LU-1: Collect available data and information of company

42
28

32

74
118

LU-2: Measure required data of company
Aim: Be able to collect,
measure and Analyze energy
data,,develop EnPIs and their
baseline, and identify
improvement areas.

15

90
40

9

16

LU-3: Analyze energy use and consumption of company
LU-4: Develop Energy Performance Indicators and their baseline
values for the company

55
25
81

21

60

LU-5: Identify areas of improvement potential of the company
Module-3: Advise on
developing company energy
policy and strategies

LU-1:Develop energy policy and objectives

9

40

49

LU-2: Identify options for improvement of energy performance

16

48

64

Aim: Be able to develop

LU-3: Prioritize identified energy performance improvement options

24

40

64

1
2

Learning hours in trainingcenter, includingdemonstrationof portable measurementequipment
On-the-job practicalapplicationwithregularsupervisionthroughtrainersand/ orexperts
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energy policy and objectives,
identify and prioritize options
for energy performance
improvement, develop and
review action plan
Module-4:Monitor the Energy
Performance of the company

LU-4: Develop action plan for selected energy improvement
options

15
9

30

45
49

40
LU-5:Review progress of implementation of action plan
LU-1: Develop a measurement plan for monitoring the energy
performance

16

40

16
24

28

Aim: Be able to develop
measurement plan, review
effectiveness of action plan

LU-2: Compare actual vs. target energy performance

Module-5: Develop workforce
competencies of the company

LU-1: Design training based on need assessment

24

48

72

LU-2: Execute the training plan.

6
6

24

30

24

30

9
3

12
16

21
19

284

664

948

Aim: Be able to plan, execute
and evaluate trainings.
Module-6:Develop
Professionalism

12
8

24

32

LU-3: Review effectiveness of the action plan

LU-3: Evaluate the effectiveness of training
LU-1: Perform communication at each level
LU-2: Upgrade professional skill set

Aim: Be able to communicate
at each level and to
continuously upgrade own
capacities.
Total
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3 TEACHING AND LEARNING GUIDE FOR ENERGY ADVISOR
3.1

Module 1: Acquire Project

Objective of the Module: The trainee will be able to prepare a project proposal and finalize the contract.
Duration: 52 hours

Theory: 12 hours

Practical: 40 hours

Learning
Unit

Learning outcomes

Learning elements

Duration

Material required

Learning
Place

LU-1:
Prepare a
project
proposal

Trainee will be able to:

• Explain basic business
terminologies

Total:
32 hrs.

Theory:
Class room

• Interpret the requirements of the
project as per terms of reference
(TORs)

• Read and Interpret the project
requirement

Theory:
8 hrs.

ICT, including
computer, office
software, internet,
printer, stationary,
and phone

• Conduct a market research
limited to project scope for:

• Enlist commonly used sources of
information

Practical:
24 hrs.

•

•

Assessing competitors
(strengths and
weaknesses)

• Explain the basic market research
methodologies

Assessing your
organizational
capabilities

• Describe the project resources, time
and cost estimation techniques

• Estimate the resources as per
project requirement (Human

Practical:
Office in
company

• Explain the contents of project
proposal
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resources, Man Hours, tools and
equipment, logistics, material
consumables, Project time)
• Estimate project cost as per
resources
• Write the project proposal as per
TOR
• Validate the project proposal as
perTOR

LU-2:
Finalize the
contract

• Review the roles and
responsibilities of parties in the
contract as per project
requirement
• Coordinate with relevant
departments toreview legal, OHS,
environmental and other

• Describe types of contracts

Total:
20 hrs.

• Explain the contract formulation
• Explain basic legal, OHS, environmental and other requirements
related to contractual assignments

Theory:
4 hrs.

ICT, including
computer, office
software, internet,
printer, stationary,
and phone

Theory:
Class room
Practical:
Office in
company

Practical:
16 hrs.

requirements, applicable to the
project
• Negotiate the terms and
conditions of thecontract as per
15

project requirement
• Compile the contract document
as per legal and other
requirements

3.2

Module 2: Conduct Energy Review of the Company

Objective of the Module: The trainee will be able to collect available data and information, measure the required data, analyze energy use and
consumption of the company, develop Energy Performance Indicators (ENPIs) and their baseline and identify areas of improvement potential for
the company.
Duration: 353 hours Theory: 115 hours

Practical: 238 hours

Learning Unit Learning outcomes

LU-1: Collect
available data
documents
and
information of
company

• Determine the data requirement
to initiate energy review, after
understanding process flow

Learning elements

Duration

Material required

Learning
Place

• Explain the basic working principles
of the following:

Total:
74hrs.

ICT, including
computer, office
software, internet,
printer, stationary,
phone and
personal protective
equipment (PPE)

Theory:
Class room

• A. Compressors
• B. Furnaces

• Identify data sources for data
collection, as per available
resources

• C. Boilers and heaters
• D. HVACR (Heating,ventilation, air
conditioning and refrigeration)
• E. Expanders/ Turbines

• Communicate data requirement
in

Theory:
42 hrs.
Practical:
32 hrs.

Practical:
Office and
production
floor of
company

• F. Water treatment system
• G. Electric motors and drives
16

understandable way to relevant
department
• Collect the required data from
identified sources

• H. Lighting systems
• Energy Distribution system
A. Steam distribution system
B. Electrical distribution system
C. Air distribution system
• Generation Techniques
A. Open cycle generation
B. Co-generation
C. Tri-generation
D. Combined cycle generation
• Describe instrumentation and
control systems related to energy
efficiency
• Describe major renewable and
alternate energy technologies
• Explain methods of process analysis
• Describe forms of energy and
sources eg: fuel types,
• Describe Fuel prices and tariffs
• Describe energy parameters (e.g:
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calorific value of fuel, heat content,
power frequency)
• Explain the conversion of energy
units
• Describe data collection techniques
LU-2:
Measure the
required data
of company

• Determine the data
measurement
requirement for energy review
• Identify measurement points for
required data
• Identify Occupation Health and
Safety (OHS) requirements for
data measurement
• Select measurement equipment
as per requirement (accuracy,
reliability, complexity, time, cost
)
• Take required measurement
using selected equipment (if
necessary), with safety

• Explain data gap analysis
• Explain major energy flows in
an industry
• Describe the energy
parameters for measurement
• Enlist OHS requirements for
using measurement equipment
• Explain working principles and
usage of different measuring
equipment
• Describe Measurement
System Analysis (MSA)

Total:
118hrs.
Theory:
28 hrs.
Practical:
90hrs.

Computer system,
Energy analyzers
with data logger
Emission analyzer,
Thermal imager, IR
temperature gun,
Water flow meter,
Air flow meter, Gas
flow meter,
Tachometer,
Lux meter, Noise
meter, Ultrasonic
leakage detector,
pH meter,TDS
meter, water
hardness kit, earth
resistance tester,
measuring tape,
stop watch, PPE

Theory:
Class room
and lab
(demo of
metering
equipment
and PPE)
Practical:
Company
(office and
production
floor)
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precautions

*All Portable
Meters

• Guide energy team to take
measurement using selected
equipment
• Perform measurement system
analysis as per MSA
methodology
• Compile the measured data for
further analysis
LU-3: Analyze
energy use
and
consumption
of company

• Conduct process flow analysis
using collected and measured
data
• Develop energy and mass
balance within project
boundaries

• Explain data analysis techniques
• Read and interpret energy
distribution network diagrams and
drawings
• Explain procedure of energy and
mass balancing

Total:
55hrs.
Theory:
15 hrs.
Practical:
40 hrs.

ICT including
computer system,
internet facility,
spread sheet, esankey, steam
tables

Theory:
Class room
Practical:
Company
(mainly
office)

• Identify patterns of energy
consumption of organization
• Identify areas with significant
energy consumption of
organization

• Explain the effect of operational
parameters on energy consumption
• Explain energy cost calculations
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• Identify inter-relations between
energy consumption and
operating parameters of
systems
• Calculate the costs of energy
flows for significant energy
users
LU-4:
Develop
Energy
Performance
Indicators
(EnPIs) and
their baseline
values for the
company

• Establish energy performance
indicators (EnPIs) for significant
energy users

• Explain Performance Indicators
including leading and lagging
indicators.

• Develop baseline for established • Explain criteria to identify
EnPIs
organization’s appropriate EnPIs
• Explain variables affecting energy
performance

Total:
25hrs.
Theory:
9hrs.

ICT including
computer system,
internet facility,
spread sheet

Theory:
Class room

ICT including
computer system,
internet facility,

Theory:
Class room
& visit to

Practical:
16 hrs.

Practical:
Company
(mainly
office)

• Explain establishment of baseline
considering controllable and
uncontrollable variables
LU-5: Identify
areas of
improvement

• Calculate the efficiency of
significant energy users, with in
project scope

• Explain the efficiency calculations
and improvement potentials of the
following:

Total:
81 hrs.
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potential of
the company

• A. Compressors
• Identify internal and external
energy performance
benchmarks

• B. Furnaces

• Analyze the gap between

• E. Expanders/ Turbines

baseline and identified
benchmarks
• Set targets for energy
performance for significant
energy users

Theory:
21 hrs.

• C. Boilers and heaters
• D. HVACR (Heating,ventilation,
airconditioning and refrigeration)

Practical:
60 hrs.

spread sheet

industry
Practical:
Company
(mainly
office)

• F. Water treatment system
• G. Electric motors and drives
• H. Lighting systems
• Energy Distribution system
A. Steam distribution system
B. Electrical distribution system
C. Air distribution system
• Generation Techniques
A. Open cycle generation
B. Co-generation
C. Tri-generation
D. Combined cycle generation
• Introduction to renewable and
alternate energy
• Heat recovery techniques
• Explain basic bench marking
techniques
• Comprehend how to set realistic
targets for specific industry
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3.3

Module 3: Advise on developing company energy policy and strategies

Objective of the Module: The trainee will be able to guide a company on preparing an energy policy and energy objectives, identify options for
improvement of energy performance, prioritize identified energy performance improvement options, develop an action plan for selected energy
improvement options and review progress of implementation of the action plan.
Duration: 271hours

Theory: 73hours

Practical: 198 hours

Learning
Unit

Learning outcomes

Learning elements

Duration

Material required

Learning
Place

LU-1:
Develop
energy policy
and
objectives

• Develop an outline for energy
policy for the company based on
international standard (ISO
50001)

• Explain the structure and contents of
an energy management system
according to ISO 50001

Total:
49hrs.

ICT system , ISO
50001 (standard)

Theory:
Class room

• Develop an outline for energy
objectives for the company
consistent with energy policy
• Review the draft of the energy
policy prepared by company,
according to international
standard (ISO 50001)
• Review the draft of the energy

• Explain basic concepts of
formulation of a policy and objective
• Explain ways of adaptation and
formulation of an energy policy and
objectives for a specific company.

Theory:
9 hrs.
Practical:
40 hrs.

Practical:
Office and
meeting
room of
company

• Comprehend concepts of giving
constructive feedback
(e.g.:sandwich methodology,
distinguish between person and

22

objectives prepared by company,
consistent with energy policy

work)
• Explain data analysis techniques

• Develop a methodology for
periodically reviewing and
updating energy policy and
objectives, based on energy
performance
LU-2:
Identify
options for
improvement
of energy
performance

• Determine options for
improvement of energy
performance.
• Calculate energy performance
improvement potential for each
identified option

• Explain energy cost calculations

• Explain existing options and
measures for improvement of
energy performance in industries in :

Total:
64hrs.

• A. Compressors

Theory:
16hrs.

• B. Furnaces
• C. Boilers and heaters
• D. HVACR (Heating,ventilation,
airconditioning and refrigeration)

Practical:
48 hrs.

ICT System,
equipment
manuals

Theory:
Class room
Practical:
Office and
production
floor of
company

• E. Expanders/ Turbines
• F. Water treatment system
• G. Electric motors anddrives
• H. Lighting systems
• Energy Distribution system
A. Steam distribution system
B. Electrical distribution system
C. Air distribution system
• Generation Techniques
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A. Open cycle generation
B. Co-generation
C. Tri-generation
D. Combined cycle generation
• Explain different energy efficiency
labels and their signification(e.g.
energy star label)
• Explain source of information and
methods to retrieve information on
energy performance improvement
options.
• Explain suitability of an energy
efficiency measure for a specific
process
• Explain how to calculate energy
efficiency improvement potential

LU-3:
Prioritize
identified
energy
performance

• Define criteria for prioritization of
identified energy performance
improvement options
• Calculate required resources

• Explain financial analysis techniques
such as (capital expenditures
(CAPEX), operational expenditures
(OPEX), life cycle analysis, payback

Total:
64 hrs.
Theory:
24 hrs.

ICT system, project
planning software

Theory:
Class room
Practical:
Company,
24

improvement
options

(e.g. HR, time, financial) for the
identified energy performance
improvement options
• Make a comparison of identified
energy performance
improvement options based on
defined criteria. (Compare
alternate improvement options)
• Present priority list of energy
performance improvement
options to management of the
company

LU-4:
Develop
action plan
for selected
energy
improvement
options

• Define required resources (e.g.
time, HR, financial) for
implementation of selected
energy improvement options
• Acquire required resources from
company management
• Prepare action plan for
implementation of selected
energy improvement options

period, IRR, NPV)
• Explain other factors that determine
implementation, like time,
complexity, required expertise

office and
meeting
room

Practical:
40 hrs.

• Explain prioritizing techniques
(e.g. Gravity Urgency and Tendency
(GUT), Complexity-InvestmentSavings, according to payback, costbenefit-analysis)
• Explain presentation and
visualization techniques
• Explain basic project planning
methodology

Total:
45hrs.

• Explain negotiation techniques to
acquire resources from company
management

Theory:
15 hrs.

• Explain presentation and
visualization techniques

Practical:
30 hrs.

ICT system, project
planning software

Theory:
Class room
Practical:
Company,
office and
meeting
room
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• Present action plan to
management for perusal and
support staff for implementation
LU-5:
Review
progress of
implementati
on of action
plan

• Analyze project progress
(milestones) in set timelines

• Explain monitoring and evaluation
techniques of a project

Total:
49hrs.

• Verify the implementation
procedure, in accordance with
action plan

• Explain ways to deal with obstacles
and crises during implementation

Theory:
9 hrs.

• Suggest adaptations in action
plan if actual progress is not as
per plan

Practical:
40 hrs.

ICT system, project
planning software

Theory:
Class room
Practical:
Company,
office and
production
floor

• Prepare project progress report
of the implementation of action
plan
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3.4

Module 4: Monitor the energy performance of the company

Objective of the Module: The trainee will be able to develop a measurement plan for monitoring the energy performance, compare actual versus
target energy performance and review effectiveness of an action plan.
Duration: 100hours

Learning
Unit

Theory: 36 hours

Practical: 64hours

Learning outcomes

LU-1:
• Determine data requirements for
Develop a
periodic monitoring of energy
measurement
performance indicators for
plan for
significant energy users
monitoring
the energy
• Identify locations for data
performance
collection as per data
requirements

Learning elements

Duration

Material required

Learning
Place

• Explain Performance Indicators
including leading and lagging
indicators.

Total:
40hrs.

ICT including
computer system,
office software,
internet facility,
printer, stationary
items

Theory:
Class room
& factory
visit

• Explain criteria to identify
organization’s appropriate EnPIs
• Explain variables affecting energy
performance

• Identify measurement equipment
with specifications as per data
requirements and identified
locations

• Explain working principles and
usage of different measurement

• Devise selection criteria for
measurement equipment (OHS,

• Enlist OHS requirements for using
measurement equipment

Theory:
16 hrs.
Practical:
24hrs.

Practical:
Office and
production
floor of
company

equipment
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Reliability, Calibration, Accuracy,
Frequency, Cost, Time)

• Explain the contents of
measurement plan

• Devise timelines and
responsibilities for execution of
measurement plan based on
review requirements
LU-2:
Compare
actual vs.
target energy
performance

• Perform measurement system
analysis as per MSA
methodology
• Compile the measured data for
further analysis
• Analyze gap between actual vs
baseline and target energy
performance

• Describe Measurement System
Analysis (MSA)

Total:
28 hrs.

• Explain statistical analysis
techniques (comparative analysis)

Theory:
12 hrs.

• Describe key contents of effective
report writing

Practical:
16 hrs.

Computer system,
office
software, internet
facility, printer,
stationary items

Theory:
Class room
Practical:
Company
office

• Identify patterns of energy
performance of significant energy
users
• Document energy performance
based on gap analysis
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LU-3:
Review
effectiveness
of the action
plan

• Calculate energy savings of
implemented actions as per
action plan
• Analyze gap between proposed
and actual energy saving of
implemented actions

• Explain root cause analysis
techniques eg fish bone , normal
curve
• Explain how to calculate energy
efficiency improvement

Total:
32 hrs.
Theory:
8 hrs.

Computer system,
office software,
internet facility,
printer, stationary
items

Theory:
Class room
Practical:
Company
office

Practical:
24 hrs.

• Assess impact of realized saving
on Energy Performance
Indicators
• Recommend corrective and
preventive measures to mitigate
gaps identified in gap analysis

3.5

Module 5: Develop workforce competencies of the company

Objective of the Module: The trainee will be able to design trainings based on need assessment, execute the training plan and evaluate the
effectiveness of trainings.
Duration: 132 hours Theory: 36hours

Practical: 96hours

Learning
Unit

Learning outcomes

Learning elements

Duration

Material required

Learning
Place

LU-1:

• Determine training needs to

• Explain the training need

Total:

ICT including

Theory:
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Design
training
based on
need
assessment

promote energy efficient
operations of the organization for
each level
• Develop the training plan
(objectives, topics, resources,
target audience and schedule),
based on training needs

assessment methodology

72 hrs.

• Describe the best practices for
designing the effective training.

Theory:
24 hrs.

• Identify factors required to

Practical:
48 hrs.

communicate effectively and
precisely within organization.

computer system,
office software,
internet facility,
printer, stationary
items

Class room
Practical:
Office and
training
room of
company

ICT including
computer system,
office software,
internet facility,
printer, stationary
items

Theory:
Class room

• Communicate the training plan
within the organization according
to organizational guidelines
LU-2:
Execute the
training plan

• Review progress of
implementation of trainings
against designed plan
• Identify barriers in execution
according to training plan
• Modify training plan to tackle the
identified barriers

• Explain monitoring and evaluation
techniques

Total:
30 hrs.

• Explain ways to deal with obstacles
and crises during implementation

Theory:
6hrs.
Practical:
24 hrs.

Practical:
Office and
training
room of
company
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LU-3:
Evaluate the
effectiveness
of training

• Design criteria for evaluation of
trainings as per training need
assessment (TNA)

• Explain training evaluation
techniques

Total:
30 hrs.

• Perform evaluation of conducted
training as per TNA

Theory:
6hrs.

• Analyze effectiveness of
trainings based on results of
evaluation

Practical:
24 hrs.

ICT including
computer system,
office software,
internet facility,
printer, stationary
items

Theory:
Class room

Practical:
Office in
company

• Recommend improvements in
training plan based on
effectiveness analysis

3.6

Develop Personal Professionalism

Objective of the Module: The trainee will be able to perform communication at each level and upgrade professional skill set.
Duration:40

Theory:12

Practical: 28

Learning
Unit

Learning outcomes

Learning elements

Duration

Material
required

Learning
Place

LU-1:
Perform
communicati

• Communicate within organization
according to organizational
guidelines (management, energy

• Explain how to communicate at
different levels

Total:
21 hrs.

ICT system

Theory: Class
room
Practical:
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on at each
level

team, employees)
• Communicate with business
partners according to
organizational guidelines
• Communicate with relevant
authorities according to
organizational guidelines

• Explain how to write reports for
specific purpose and audience

Theory:
9 hrs.

• Explain how to present specific
information for a specific audience

Practical:
12 hrs.

Office, meeting
room,
production floor
of company

• Explain how to negotiate effectively
with relevant stakeholders

• Prepare reports appropriate for
the audience
• Present information to different
audience
• Negotiate with management and
business partners
LU-2:
Upgrade
professional

• Improve professional skills in
current career path on continuous
basis

skill set
• Seek learning opportunities in
new relevant areas to diversify
skill set.

• Explain sources for professional
development: (professional bodies,
prevailing standards, certification
courses, online libraries, webinars,
technical journals, conferences or
other events)

Total:
19hrs.
Theory:
3 hrs.
Practical:
16 hrs.

ICT system

Theory:
Class room
and event (e.g.
trade fair,
conference
etc.) if
applicable
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• Adapt to changing business
environment

Practical:
Office in
company and
participation in
at least one
event (trade
fair, seminar,
conference)

4 ASSESSMENT GUIDANCE
Assessment is the process of collecting evidence and making judgments on whether competences have been gained by the trainee. The
assessment confirms that an individual can perform work to the standard expected as expressed in the nationally endorsed competency
standards. The assessment practices should include sessional assessments to test the learning progress of the trainees and final assessments to
verify if the aspired competency standard is met. Good practices by vocational training providers during sessional and final assessments will form
the basis of qualifying the trainees.

4.1

From competency standards to assessment judgement3

Benchmarksare standards against which the trainees are assessed. In case of this competency based training the benchmarks are the defined
units of competency that are reflected in the learning units shown in chapter 3. Example: Develop a measurement plan for monitoring the energy
performance.

3

See Department of Education and Training of Western Australia:
http://www.serviceskills.com.au/sites/default/files/files/Resources/Foundation%20Skills/Designing-assessment-tools-for-quality-outcomes-in-VET.pdf
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Evidence requirements are the information which when matched against the benchmark show that a trainee is competent. Thus the defined units
of competency determine the evidence requirements, for which suggestions are given in chapter 4.4.2.Examples: Determine data requirements for
monitoring of energy performance indicators. Identify locations for data collection.
Assessment techniques are techniques to gather different types of evidence. Suggestions for assessment techniques are given in chapter 4.4.2.
Example: Real work observation.
Assessment tools are instruments and instructions for gathering and interpreting evidence. The tools have to be defined in an assessment plan.
Example: Observation checklist.
Evidence produced is the information on which the assessment judgement is made. Example: Data requirements for monitoring ascertained.
Location for data collection identified.

4.2
4.2.1

Methods of assessments
Difference between individual, social and criterial benchmarking in an assessment

Assessments based on individual benchmarks use the improvement or decline of the performance of an individual trainee for rating. Tasks are
adapted to the level of an individual trainee.
Assessments based on social benchmarks use the comparison of performance among the trainees as basis for rating. Tasks are the same for all
trainees but the rating is not based on certain competencies but depends on the performance in relation to the other trainees.
Assessment based on criterial benchmarks target the acquisition of specific knowledge and skills. Assessment for a competency based training
course must be based on criterial benchmarks as this is the only method that allows verifying if the trainee has acquired the knowledge and skills
defined in the curriculum.
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4.2.2

Difference between formative and summative assessment4

The goal of formative assessment (or sessional assessment) is to monitor trainee learning to provide ongoing feedback that can be used by
instructors to improve their teaching and by trainees to improve their learning. More specifically, formative assessments:
•

help trainees identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work

•

help teachers recognize where trainees are struggling and address problems immediately

Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they have low or no point value. Examples of formative assessments include
asking students to:
•

draw a concept map in class to represent their understanding of a topic

•

submit one or two sentences identifying the main point of a lesson

•

quick written or oral test that covers key areas of the lesson (multiple choice and/or open questions)

•

practical demonstration of an individual operation/ work step

Assessors need to advise formative assessments for both theoretical and practical work. Guidance for design of the assessment is provided in the
assessment strategy (see chapter 4.4).
The goal of summative assessment (final assessment) is to evaluate student learning at the end of an instructional unit by comparing it against
some standard or benchmark.
Summative assessments are often high stakes, which means that they have a high point value. Examples of summative assessments include:

4

•

a written exam

•

a final project

•

a paper

See Elderly Colleague, USA, https://www.cmu.edu/teaching/assessment/basics/formative-summative.html
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The final assessment is fairly formal and security – ensuring that the student who gets the credit is the person who did the work – is of
considerable importance.
4.2.3

Directversus indirect assessment

Direct assessments are based on direct observations of the performance by looking at the work of a trainee. Direct assessments are the most
desirable form of assessments.
Examples for direct assessments of an Energy Advisor:
•

Written examination (multiple choice or open questions)

•

Direct questioning by the assessor regarding specific operational steps

•

Reports (e.g. Audit Report, Monitoring report)

•

Presentations

•

Portfolio of evidence – such as compilation of work done during the training course

•

Financial analysis of an energy saving option/ Feasibility study

•

Measurement report

•

Activity plan

Indirect assessment is gathering information about student performance by looking at indicators of learning other than trainee output. Indirect
assessments shall be used where the performance could not be observed directly or in addition to the direct assessment.
Examples for indirect assessment of an Energy Advisor:
•

Outcome of group work during the training

•

Self-Assessment

•

Survey of employer or supervisor of the trainee
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•

Feedback from customers (for trainees working for a consultancy company)

•

Selection of accurate products (e.g. energy efficiency equipment or metering equipment) on the basis of a market survey

4.3

Principles of assessment

All assessments should be valid, reliable, fair and flexible:
Validity means that a valid assessment assesses what it claims to assess. For example, if the ability to make a financial analysis of two alternative
energy saving measures shall be assessed, the assessment should involve performance criteria that are directly related to financial analysis of
energy saving measures. An interview about methods of financial analysis would not meet the performance criteria.
Reliability means that the assessment is consistent and reproducible. For example, if the preparation procedure of workplace/services area has
been assessed, another assessor (e.g. the future employer) should be able to see the same work performance and witness the same level of
achievement.
Fairness means that there should be no advantages or disadvantages for any assessed person. For example, it should not happen that one
student gets prior information about the type of work performance that will be assessed, while another candidate does not get any prior
information. Provide all learners with an equal opportunity for and access to assessment.
Flexibility means that the assessor has to be flexible concerning the assessment approach. For example, if there is a power failure during the
assessment, the assessor should modify the arrangements to accommodate the trainees' needs.

4.4

Assessment strategy for Energy Efficiency Advisor

This curriculum for an Energy Advisor consists of 6 modules:
•

Module 1: Acquire Project

•

Module 2: Conduct Energy Review of the company

•

Module 3: Advise on developing company energy policy and strategies

•

Module 4: Monitoring the Energy Performance of the company
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•

Module 5: Develop workforce competencies of the company

•

Module 6: Develop Professionalism

4.4.1

Suggestions for formative assessment

The formative assessment for all modules shall be in two parts: assessment of theoretical part of a learning unit and assessment of a practical part
of a learning unit. Marks for formative assessments may contribute to the final qualification.
•

Assessments of theoretical parts of learning units can consist of written tests (multiple choice and short answer questions), individual
presentations, small case studies (e.g. comparison of different energy saving options), demonstration of correct usage of metering
equipment, calculation of energy saving potentials or financial benefits.

•

Practical part of the training will consist of an energy audit in the industry and initial steps for implementation of an energy management
system. Assessments of practical parts shall be based on working samples, like draft of an energy policy, metering protocols, action plan,
training needs assessment and training plan, survey/ feedback from employer.

4.4.2

Suggestions for summative assessment

The summative assessment shall be in two separate part for theoretical part and practical part.
•

Theoretical assessment shall be in form of a written exam including multiple choice, short answer questions, and calculations (e.g.
conversion of units, calculation of energy savings) covering all modules.

•

Practical assessment shall comprise of two parts:
o

The trainee shall provide a complete portfolio of all practical work for energy auditing and introduction of an energy management
system in the company, including an energy audit report, metering results, energy baseline, results of data analysis, action plan,
financial feasibility for selected energy saving options, draft of energy policy and objectives, energy performance indicators, training
needs assessment and training plan.
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o

Presentation of results in front of company management and assessors with following question and answer session. This is to
assess presentation and communication skills of the trainee and to verify if all contents of the portfolio were developed by the
trainee personally.

The final assessment marks shall contribute primarily to the final qualification.
It is proposed that the tasks during the assessment are clearly assigned to one module and that time and markings are distributed according to the
importance of the module that is reflected from the time invested during teaching.

Module/
Learning Unit

Practical

Module 1

Acquire Project

LU-1: Prepare
a project
proposal

Trainee will be able to:

• Trainee will be asked to:

• Interpret the requirements of a project as per terms of
reference (TORs)

• Highlight all information that is required to develop a proposal in a
given sample ToR.

• Conduct a market research limited to project scope
for:

• Name sources and strategies to assess competitors and capabilities
of own organization.

•
•

Assessing competitors (strengths and
weaknesses)
Assessing capabilities of own company/
organization

• Estimate the resources as per project requirement

Theory

• List down and explain variables that must be considered when
estimating the required resources (e.g. for project time: time required
on-site, time required for analyzes in office, time required for
presentation and reporting, time required for monitoring, time
required for travel, buffer-time for unavoidable delays)
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(Human resources, man hours, tools and equipment,
logistics, material consumables, project time)

• Name and explain all relevant elements/ headers of a project
proposal.

• Estimate project cost as per resources
• Write the project proposal as per TOR
• Validate the project proposal as per TOR

LU-2: Finalize
the contract

• Review the roles and responsibilities of parties in the
contract as per project requirement

• Explain typical parties in an energy efficiency consultancy contract
and distribution of roles and responsibilities.

• Coordinate with relevant departments toreview legal,
OHS, environmental and other requirements,
applicable to the project

• Explain the risks for each party that arisesfrom responsibilities taken
in the contract and ways to mitigate the risk (Example: A certain date
for conclusion of the project is set, with penalties for the consultant
in case of delays. Risk for the consultant is that he is penalized
despite not being responsible for the delay. Risk can be mitigated
when delays caused by company or vis majorlead to a respective
extension of the project conclusion date.)

• Negotiate the terms and conditions of thecontract as
per project requirement
• Compile the contract document as per legal and other
requirements

• Name and enlist deliverables and explain performance criteria that
can be included in a contract to verify if the parties have fulfilled their
responsibilities (specify outputs, like reports, presentations,
conducted trainings and/ or outcome like certain measures
implemented or savings achieved).
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• Name and explain all elements of a contract (header with contract
number, date, title; parties with registration number or ID number,
and contact; purpose; scope; timelines; fees, expenditures and
payment terms etc.)

Module/
Learning Unit

Practical

Module 2

Conduct Energy Review of the Company

LU-1: Collect
available data
documents
and
information of
company

Trainee will be able to:

Theory

Trainee will be asked to:

•

Determine the data requirement to initiate
energy review, after understanding process flow

•

Identify data sources for data collection, as per
available resources

• Explain the basic working principles of the equipment listed in
section 3.1/LU-1:

•

Communicate data requirement in
understandable way to relevant department

• Describe instrumentation and control systems related to energy

•

Collect and consolidate the required data from
identified sources

•

Explain methods of process analysis (mass balancing, flow
charts, Sankey diagram etc.)

efficiency
•

Describe major renewable and alternate energy technologies

• Describe forms of energy and sources eg: fuel types,
• Describe Fuel prices and tariffs
•

Describe energy parameters (e.g. calorific value of fuel, heat
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content, power frequency)

LU-2:
Measure the
required data
of company

•

Perform and explain conversion of energy units (mainly British
system into SI units and vice versa)

•

Describe sources for data (e.g. bills, metering data, log-books,
machine ratings and operation hours)

•

Consolidate sample data in an editable, electronic form
considering different quality of data (e.g. measured or
estimated), standardization of units, different types of energy
(e.g. electricity, compressed air, steam and hot water)

•

Explain steps of a data gap analysis

•

Explain ways to identify major energy flows in an industry (e.g.
bills, available metering data, rated power of machines)

•

Explain criteria for identification of measurement points (e.g.
technical aspects of machine and measurement equipment,
accessibility of measurement point, information required,
significance of energy flow at identified point)

•

Describe the energy parameters for measurement

Take required measurement using selected
equipment (if necessary), with safety
precautions

•

Enlist OHS requirements for using measurement equipment

•

Explain working principles and usage of different measuring
equipment

•

Guide energy team to take measurement using
selected equipment

•

Describe Measurement System Analysis (MSA)

•

Perform measurement system analysis as per
MSA methodology

•

Compile the measured data for further analysis

•

Determine the data measurement requirement
for energy review

•

Identify measurement points for required data

•

Identify Occupation Health and Safety (OHS)
requirements for data measurement

•

Select measurement equipment as per
requirement (accuracy, reliability, complexity,
time, cost )

•
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LU-3: Analyze
energy use
and
consumption
of company

•
•
•
•

•

Explain data analysis techniques

•

Develop energy and mass balance within project
boundaries

Read and interpret energy distribution network diagrams and
drawings

•

Identify patterns of energy consumption of
organization

Explain procedure of energy and mass balancing and
demonstrate for small case studies

•

Identify areas with significant energy
consumption of organization

Explain the effect of operational parameters on energy
consumption (e.g. torque when motors are started)

•

Explain energy cost calculations

Conduct process flow analysis using collected
and measured data

•

Identify inter-relations between energy
consumption and operating parameters of
systems

•

Calculate the costs of energy flows for
significant energy users

LU-4: Develop
Energy
Performance
Indicators
(EnPIs) and
their baseline
values for the
company

•

Establish energy performance indicators (EnPIs)
for significant energy users

•

Explain Performance Indicators including leading and lagging
indicators

•

Develop baseline values for established EnPIs

•

Explain criteria to identify organization’s appropriate EnPIs
(SMART)

•

Explain variablesaffecting energy performance (e.g. primary
energy used, workload, weather)

•

Explain establishment of baseline considering controllable and
uncontrollable variables

LU-5: Identify
areas of
improvement
potential of the

•

Calculate the efficiency of significant energy
users with in project scope

•

•

Identify internal and external energy
performance benchmarks

Explain the efficiency calculations and improvement potentials
of the following equipment and installations and optimization
measures and techniques:Compressors, furnaces, boilers and
heaters, HVACR (heating,ventilation, airconditioning
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company

•

Analyze the gap between baseline and identified
benchmarks

•

Set targets for energy performance for
significant energy users

andrefrigeration), expanders/ turbines, water treatment system,
electric motors, drives and pumps, lighting systems, ICT
system
•

Explain the basic layout and components of energy
distribution systems for steam and hot water, electricity and
compressed air and the main parameters for energy efficiency
of these systems

•

Explain the generation techniques of generators and boilers
and efficiency parameters and optimization options (alternate
fuels, renewable energies, heat recovery from exhaust and
blow-down, co- and tri-generation, combined cycle generation)

•

Explain basic benchmarking techniques

•

Explain how to set realistic targets for specific industry
(depending on sector, products, processes, size etc.)

Module/
Learning Unit

Practical

Theory

Module 3

Advise on developing company energy policy and strategies

LU-1:
Develop
energy policy
and objectives

Trainee is able to:

Trainee is asked to:

• Develop an outline for energy policy for the company
based on international standard(ISO 50001)

• Explain the structure and contents of an energy management
system according to ISO 50001
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• Develop an outline for energy objectives for the
company consistent with energy policy

• Explain basic concepts and important elements of an energy policy
and energy objectives

• Review the draft of the energy policy prepared by
company, according to international standard (ISO
50001)

• Explain ways of adaptation and formulation of an energy policy and
objectives for a specific company.

• Review the draft of the energy objectives prepared by
company, consistent with energy policy

• Describe concepts and give examples of constructive feedback
(e.g.:sandwich methodology, distinguish between person and work)
• Explain data analysis techniques

• Develop a methodology for periodically reviewing and
updating energy policy and objectives, based on
energy performance
LU-2: Identify
options for
improvement
of energy
performance

• Determine options for improvement of energy
performance.

• Explain energy cost calculations

• Name typical options and measures for improvement of
energy performance in industries as listed in section 3.3 /LU-2 and
explain how they can be realized and range of saving potential

• Calculate energy performance improvement potential
for each identified option (e.g. savings in electricity
consumption, financial savings)

• Explain different energy efficiency labels and their signification(e.g.
energy star label)
• Name different source of information and methods to retrieve
information on energy performance improvement options.
• Explain suitability of an energy efficiency measure for a specific
process
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• Calculate energy efficiency improvement potentials for sample
problems

LU-3:
Prioritize
identified
energy
performance
improvement
options

• Define criteria for prioritization of identified energy
performance improvement options

• Explain meaning and ways of calculation for following financial
analysis terms: capital expenditures (CAPEX), operational
expenditures (OPEX), life cycle analysis, payback period, IRR, NPV

• Calculate required resources (e.g. HR, time, financial)
for the identified energy performance improvement
options

• Calculate financial feasibility of sample problems on energy saving
measures (static and dynamic)

• Make a comparison of identified energy performance
improvement options based on defined criteria.
• Present priority list of energy performance
improvement options to management of the company

• Name other factors that determine priority of implementation, like
time, complexity, required expertise and give examples in which one
of these factors has significant influence on the priority of a measure
(e.g. installation of economizer on boiler that is operating 24/7 and
cannot be switched off without interrupting the production)
• Explain prioritizing techniques(e.g. Gravity, Urgency and Tendency
(GUT), Complexity-Investment-Savings, according to payback, costbenefit-analysis)
• Give a small presentation using different presentation and
visualization techniques

LU-4: Develop
action plan for
selected
energy

• Define required resources (e.g. time, HR, financial) for
implementation of selected energy improvement
options

• Explain basic project planning methodology
• Name negotiation techniques to acquire resources from company
management and demonstrate ability to use some of the techniques
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improvement
options

• Acquire required resources from company
management
• Prepare action plan for implementation of selected
energy improvement options

in small role plays
• Give a small presentation using different presentation and
visualization techniques

• Present action plan to management for perusal and
support staff for implementation
LU-5: Review
progress of
implementatio
n of action
plan

• Analyze project progress (milestones) in set timelines

• Explain monitoring and evaluation techniques of a project

• Verify the implementation procedure, in accordance
with action plan

• Explain ways to deal with obstacles and crises during
implementation

• Suggest adaptations in action plan if actual progress
is not as per plan
• Prepare project progress report of the implementation
of action plan
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Modules/
Learning Unit

Practical

Module 4

Monitor the energy performance of the company

LU-1: Develop
a
measurement
plan for
monitoring the
energy
performance

Trainee will be able to:
• Determine data requirements for periodic monitoring
of energy performance indicators for significant
energy users

Theory

Trainee will be asked to:
• Explain Performance Indicators including leading and lagging
indicators and give examples of SMART indicators.
• Explain criteria to identify organization’s appropriate EnPIs

• Identify locations for data collection as per data
requirements

• Name relevant variables and their effect on the energy performance

• Identify measurement equipment with specifications
as per data requirements and identified locations

• Explain working principles and usage of different measurement
equipment

• Devise selection criteria for measurement equipment
(OHS, Reliability, Calibration, Accuracy, Frequency,
Cost, Time)

• Demonstrate ability to correctly use mobile measurement equipment
(for the equipment available in the training institute)
• Enlist OHS requirements for using measurement equipment

• Devise timelines and responsibilities for execution of
measurement plan based on review requirements

LU-2:
Compare

• Perform measurement system analysis as per MSA
methodology

• Explain the contents of a measurement plan

• Describe Measurement System Analysis (MSA)
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actual vs.
target energy
performance

• Compile the measured data for further analysis
• Analyze gap between actual vs baseline and target
energy performance

• Explain statistical analysis techniques and show competence of
most important techniques in sample problems
• Describe key contents of effective report writing

• Identify patterns of energy performance of significant
energy users
• Document energy performance based on gap
analysis
LU-3:
Review
effectiveness
of the action
plan

• Calculate energy savings of implemented actions as
per action plan
• Analyze gap between proposed and actual energy
saving of implemented actions

• Explain root cause analysis techniques
• Explain how to calculate energy efficiency improvement and
demonstrate for sample problems

• Assess impact of realized saving on Energy
Performance Indicators
• Recommend corrective and preventive measures to
mitigate gaps identified in gap analysis
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Module/
Learning Unit

Learning outcomes

Module 5

Develop workforce competencies of the company

LU-1:
Design
training based
on need
assessment

• Determine training needs to promote energy efficient
operations of the organization for each level using
one of the learned techniques
• Develop the training plan (objectives, topics,
resources, target audience and schedule), based on
training needs

Learning elements

• Explain training need assessment methodology
• Describe the steps that need to be taken to develop an effective
training.
• Identify ways to effectively and precisely communicate planned
trainings within organization and how to motivate employees for the
active participation.

• Communicate the training plan within the organization
according to organizational guidelines
LU-2: Execute
the training
plan

• Review progress of implementation of trainings
against designed plan

• Explain monitoring and evaluation techniques and apply for sample
problems.

• Identify barriers in execution of the trainings as per
plan

• Explain ways to deal with obstacles and crises during
implementation

• Modify training plan to tackle the identified barriers
LU-3:
Evaluate the
effectiveness
of training

• Design criteria for evaluation of trainings as per
training need assessment (TNA)

• Explain training evaluation techniques

• Perform evaluation of conducted training as per TNA
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• Analyze effectiveness of trainings based on results of
evaluation
• Recommend improvements in training plan based on
effectiveness analysis

Learning Unit

Learning outcomes

Learning elements

Module 6

Develop Personal Professionalism

LU-1: Perform
communicatio
n at each level

• Communicate within organization according to
organizational guidelines (management, energy team,
employees)

• Explain how to communicate at different levels

• Communicate with business partners according to
organizational guidelines

• Explain how to present specific information for a specific audience
and demonstrate during group exercises

• Communicate with relevant authorities according to
organizational guidelines

• Explain how to negotiate effectively with relevant stakeholders

• Explain how to write reports for specific purpose and audience

• Prepare reports appropriate for the audience
• Present information to different audience
• Negotiate with management and business partners
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LU-2:Upgrade
professional
skill set

• Improve professional skills in current career path on
continuous basis

• Explain sources for professional development: (professional bodies,
prevailing standards, certification courses, online libraries, webinars,
technical journals, conferences or other events)

• Seek learning opportunities in new relevant areas to
diversify skill set.
• Adapt to changing business environment

4.5

Structure of the assessment team

The composition of the assessment team (number of assessors and their field of expertise) must be appropriate to ensure that the assessment can
be carried out according to the principles defined in chapter 4.3. The number of assessors depends on the selected assessment technique and
instruments, their expertise in the contents of the different modules and the number of students.

4.6

Planning for assessments

Formative assessment: Assessors need to plan in advance frequency and techniques of the formative assessments for each module. It is
suggested to plan several small and quick assessments for theoretical part of each module to get continuous feedback on the learning progress of
the students. Thus it is possible to repeat topics within the module that have not been understood by majority of the students. For the practical part
trainees must regularly submit evidence of their work output to the assessors (e.g. draft of energy policy, metering protocols, financial analysis of
specific energy saving measures). If possible assessors should visit the trainees at least twice during their practical training phase to assess
learning progress on-site.
Summative assessment: Summative assessment of theory could be either done at the end of theory block of each module or as a larger
assessment at the end of the whole theory part of the training. If manageable the second option is preferred as it allows a more realistic
assessment as trainees must be able to retrieve the learned knowledge all at same time. For summative assessment of practical it is
recommended to assess a portfolio with all practical work performed by the trainee and to assess the presentation of the results for the company
management.
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5 LIST OF MACHINERY/ EQUIPMENT/ TOOLS

#

Equipment or tool

Number of needed equipment(for about 20 trainees)

Office Equipment

Theory

Practical

1.

Computer System with internet connection

1 per trainee

1 per trainee

2.

Printer

Total 1 (and 1 back-up if
possible)

1 per company

3.

Office desk and chair

-

1 per trainee

Software
4.

Office (MS office or comparable) with text processing, spread-sheets, and
presentation software

1 per trainee

1 per trainee

5.

Project management software (MS project, Open project or comparable)

1 per trainee

1 per trainee

6.

E-sankey software

1 per trainee

1 per trainee

Measurement Equipment
7.

Measuring tape

-

1 per trainee***

8.

Stop watch

-

1 per trainee***

9.

Portable energy analyzer with data logger (3-clamp power-analyzer)

Total 2-3*

Total 2-3*

10.

Emission analyzer (flue gas analyzer)

Total 2-3*

Total 2-3*
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11.

Thermal imager

Total 0-1****

-

12.

Infrared temperature gun

1 per trainee***

1 per trainee***

13.

Portable gas/air flow meter

Total 5**

Total 5**

14.

Lux meter

1 per trainee***

1 per trainee***

15.

Tachometer

1 per trainee***

1 per trainee***

16.

Noise meter

1 per trainee***

1 per trainee***

17.

Ultrasonic air leakage detector

Total 2-3*

Total 2-3 *

18.

Total dissolved solids (TDS) meter

1 per trainee***

1 per trainee***

19.

Water hardness kit

1 per trainee***

1 per trainee***

20.

Earth resistance tester

Total 5**

Total 5**

21.

Portable air velocity meter

Total 5**

Total 5

22.

Portable water flow meter

Total 5**

Total 5**

23.

pH meter

1 per trainee***

1 per trainee***

Personal Protective Equipment
24.

Ear plugs or earmuffs

One of each type for
demonstration of
differences

(depends on noise
level in company)

25.

Respiratory mask simple or with adequate cartridge (e.g. against organic

1 for demonstration

(depends on chemicals
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26.

vapor) as per requirements of Safety Data Sheets (SDS)for chemicals and
substances in areas that have to be entered for observations or
measurements

purpose

used in the company)

Helmet, safety boots and other protective gear as per requirement of
working areas that have to be entered for observations or measurements

Pictures should be
sufficient for theory

(depends on
operations in company)

1 per trainee

1 per trainee

Standards
27.

ISO 50001

* Equipment is very important but expensive and requires good maintenance and calibration. 2-3 sets should be available in the training institute
for demonstration and practicing. Same equipment should be available for trainees to use in their companies during practical training part.
Logistics need to be planned to avoid delays in the practical projects, furthermore controls need to be implemented to avoid damage or loss of the
equipment. Recommendation should be given to companies to purchase a 3-clamp power analyzer. Analysis of flue gas is often out-sourced to
third parties. Thus purchase of the equipment might not be useful for most of the companies and trainees must only understand how equipment is
properly used and how to interpret results to be able to supervise contractors.
**Equipment is important but prices are in medium to high range. Number of equipment needed in the training institute and for use in the
companies depends on the processes in the companies (e.g. do they have large systems for compressed air or steam for which the respective
measurement equipment is required?) and on the question if respective equipment is already available in the companies of the trainees.
*** Equipment is not very expensive and having one set per trainee will allow for everyone to practice the use during the theory training and to use
on-site during practical training part without extensive administrative arrangements for handing over equipment from one participant to another. If is
not possible to provide the equipment through the institute it should be part of the agreement with the companies that they provide the equipment
for their trainees.
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**** Equipment is very expensive and requires extensive training to be able to get a real advantage out of it. Only few consultants in the Pakistani
market are working with thermal imagers. For the training it is suggested to only explain the working principle and benefits. Demonstration of use
may be included if a thermal imager is available for rent for a reasonable fee.
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Maintain Competency Standards:
ModuleA: Acquire Project
Overview: This Competency Standard identifies the competencies required to acquiring a project by Energy Efficiency Adviser in accordance with the
organization’s approved guidelines and procedures. You will be expected to prepare a project proposal and finalize the contract. Your underpinning
knowledge regarding acquiring a project will be sufficient enough to provide you the basis for your work.

Competency Unit

A1. Prepare a Project
Proposal

Performance Criteria

You will be able to:
P1. Interpret the requirements of the project
as per terms of reference (TORs)
P2. Conduct a market research limited to
project scope for:
•
•

Assessing competitors (strengths and
weaknesses)
Assessing your organizational
capabilities

P3. Estimate the resources as per project
requirement
•
•
•
•
•
•
Title Competency

Human resources
Man Hours
tools and equipment
logistics
material consumables
Project time

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

You will be able to:

K1.Explain basic business
terminologies

K2. Read and Interpret the project
requirement

K3. Enlist commonly used
sources of information

K4. Explain the basic market
research methodologies

Page | 3

ICT including
Computer system,
office software,
internet facility,
printer, stationary
items,

Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

P4. Estimate project cost as per resources

A2. Finalize the contract

P5. Write the project proposal as per Terms
of Reference (TORs)

K5. Describe the project
resources, time and cost
estimation techniques

P6. Validate the project proposal as per
Terms of Reference (TORs)

K6. Explain the contents of project
proposal

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

P1. Review the roles and responsibilities of
parties in the contract as per project
requirement

K1. Describe types of contracts

P2. Coordinate with relevant departments to
review legal, OHS, environmental and other
requirements, applicable to the project

K2. Explain the Contract
formulation
K3. Explain basic legal, OHS,
environmental and other
requirements related to
contractual assignments

P3.Negotiate the terms and conditions of the
contract as per project requirement
P4. Compile the contract document as per
legal and other requirements
Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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ICT including
Computer system,
office software,
internet facility,
printer, stationary
items,

Maintain Competency Standards
Module B: Conduct Energy Review of the Company
Overview: This Competency Standard identifies the competencies required to conduct energy review of the company by energy efficiency
adviser, in accordance with the organization’s approved guidelines and procedures. You will be expected to collect available data and
information, measure the required data, analyze energy use and consumption of the company, develop EnPIs and their baseline and identify
areas of improvement potential for the company. Your underpinning knowledge regarding conducting energy review of the company will be
sufficient enough to provide you the basis for your work.
Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

B1. Collect available data
and information of
company

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

Tools & equipment

P1. Determine the data requirement to initiate K1. Explain methods of process
analysis
energy review, after understanding process
flow

P2. Identify data sources for data collection,
as per available resources

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser

K2. Describe forms of energy,
fuel types, prices and tariffs
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ICT including
Computer system,
office software,
internet facility,
printer, stationary
items, Personal
protective equipment
(PPE)

Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

P3. Communicate data requirement in
understandable way to relevant department

K3. Describe Energy Parameters
(e.g: calorific value of fuel, heat
content, power frequency etc)

P4. Collect the required data from identified
sources

Tools & equipment

K4. Explain the conversion of
energy units
K5.Describe data collection
techniques

B2. Measure the required
data of company

You will be able to:

P1.Determine the data measurement
requirement for energy review

You will be able to:

Computer system,

K1. Explain data gap analysis

Emission analyser,
Thermal imager, IR
temperature gun,
Water flow meter, Air
flow meter, Gas flow
meter, Tachometer,
Lux meter, Noise
meter, Ultrasonic
leakage detector ,PH
meter

P2. Identify measurement points for required
data

P3. Identify Occupation Health & Safety
(OHS) requirements for data measurement

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser

Energy analyzers
with data logger
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Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

P4. Select measurement equipment as per
requirement (accuracy, reliability, complexity,
time, cost )

K2. Explain major energy flows in
an industry

P5. Take required measurement using
selected equipment (if necessary), with safety
precautions

Tools & equipment

K3. Describe the energy
parameters for measurement

K4. Enlist OHS requirements for
using measurement equipment
P6. Guide energy team to take measurement
using selected equipment

P7. Perform measurement system analysis
as per MSA methodology

P8. Compile the measured data for further
analysis

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser

K5. Explain working principles
and usage of different measuring
equipment
K6. Describe Measurement
System Analysis (MSA)
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TDS meter, Water
Hardness kit, Earth
resistance tester,
measuring tape, stop
watch, PPEs
*All Portable Meters

Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

B3. Analyze energy use
and consumption of
company

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

P1. Conduct process flow analysis using
collected and measured data

K1. Explain Data analysis
techniques

P2. Develop energy and mass balance with
in project boundaries

K2. Read and Interpret energy
distribution network diagrams /
drawings

P3. Identify patterns of energy consumption
of organization

K3. Explain procedure of energy
and mass balancing

P4. Identify areas with significant energy
consumption of organization

K4. Explain the effect of
operational parameters on energy
consumption

P5. Identify inter-relations between energy
consumption and operating parameters of
systems

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser

Tools & equipment

K5. Explain energy cost
calculations
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ICT including
computer system,
internet facility,
spread sheet, esankey, steam
tables

Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

P6. Calculate the costs of energy flows for
significant energy users

B4. Develop EnPIs & their
baseline for the company

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

P1. Establish energy performance indicators
(EnPIs) for significant energy users

K1. Explain Performance
Indicators including leading and
lagging indicators.

P2. Develop baseline for established EnPIs

K2. Explain criteria to identify
organization’s appropriate EnPIs

ICT including
computer system,
internet facility,
spread sheet

K3. Explain variables effecting
energy performance
K4. Explain establishment of
baseline considering controllable
and uncontrollable variables
B5. Identify areas of
improvement potential of
the company

You will be able to:

P1. Calculate the efficiency of significant
energy users, with in project scope

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser

You will be able to:
K1. Explain the basic working
principles and efficiency
parameters of the following:
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ICT including
computer system,
internet facility,
spread sheet

Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

P2. Identify internal and external energy
performance benchmarks

Tools & equipment

A. Compressors
B. Furnaces

P3. Analyse the gap between baseline and
identified benchmarks

C. Boilers and heaters
D. HVACR (Heating,
ventilation, air
conditioning and
refrigeration)

P4. Set targets for energy performance for
significant energy users

E. Expanders/ Turbines
F. Water treatment system
G. Electric motors and
drives
H. Lighting systems
•

•

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser

Energy Distribution system
A. Steam distribution
system
B. Electrical distribution
system
C. Air distribution system
Generation Techniques
A. Open cycle generation
B. Co-generation
C. Tri-generation
D. Combined cycle
generation
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•
•

Introduction to renewable and
alternate energy
Heat recovery techniques

K2. Explain basic benchmarking
techniques

K3. Comprehend how to set
realistic targets for specific
industry

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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Maintain Competency Standards
Module C: Advise on developing company energy policy and strategies
Overview: This Competency Standard identifies the competencies required to advice on developing company energy policy and strategies by
energy efficiency adviser, in accordance with your organization’s approved guidelines and procedures. You will be expected to guide company
on preparing energy policy and objectives, identify options for improvement of energy performance, prioritize identified energy performance
improvement options, develop action plan for selected energy improvement options and review progress of implementation of action plan. Your
underpinning knowledge regarding advice on developing company energy policy and strategies will be sufficient enough to provide you the basis
for your work.
Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

C1.Guide company on
preparing energy policy
and objectives

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

P1. Develop an outline for energy policy for
the company based on international standard
(ISO 50001)

K1. Explain the structure and
contents of an energy
management system according to
ISO 50001

K2. Explain basic concepts of
P2. Develop an outline for energy objectives
for the company consistent with energy policy formulation of a policy and
objective

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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ICT system , ISO
50001 (standard)

Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

P3. Review the draft of the energy policy
prepared by company, according to
international standard (ISO 50001)

P4. Review the draft of the energy objectives
prepared by company, consistent with energy
policy

P5. Develop a methodology for periodically
reviewing and updating energy policy and
objectives, based on energy performance
C2. Identify options for
improvement of energy
performance

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

K3. Explain ways of adaptation
and formulation of an energy
policy and objectives for a specific
company.

K4. Comprehend concepts of
giving constructive feedback (e.g.:
sandwich methodology,
distinguish between person and
work)

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

ICT System, Equipment
manuals

P1. Determine options for improvement of
energy performance.

K1. Explain existing options and
measures for improvement of
energy performance in industries

P2. Calculate energy performance
improvement potential for each identified
option (e.g: energy saving)

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

K2. Explain different energy
efficiency labels and their
signification(e.g. energy star
label)

K3. Explain source of information
and methods to retrieve
information on energy
performance improvement
options.

K4. Explain suitability of an
energy efficiency measure for a
specific process

K5. Explain how to calculate
energy efficiency improvement
potential

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

C3. Prioritize identified
energy performance
improvement options

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

P1. Define criteria for prioritization of
identified energy performance improvement
options

K1. Explain sources of data
required for energy saving
calculations

P2. Calculate required resources (e.g. HR,
time, financial) for the identified energy
performance improvement options

P3. Make a comparison of identified energy
performance improvement options based on
defined criteria. (Compare alternate
improvement options)

P4. Present priority list of energy
performance improvement options to
management of the company

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser

Tools & equipment

ICT system, Project
planning software
(e.g. MS project)

K2. Explain Financial Analysis
Techniques as below
•

Capital expenditures
(CAPEX)

•

Operational expenditures
(OPEX)

•

Life Cycle Analysis

•

Payback period

•

IRR

•

NPV

K3. Explain other factors that
determine implementation, like
time, complexity, required
expertise
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K4. Explain prioritizing techniques
(e.g. Gravity Urgency and
Tendency (GUT), ComplexityInvestment-Savings, according to
payback, cost-benefit-analysis)

K5. Explain presentation and
visualization techniques

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

C4. Develop action plan
for selected energy
improvement options

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

ICT system, Project
planning software

P1. Define required resources (e.g. time, HR,
financial) for implementation of selected
energy improvement options

K1. Explain basic project planning
methodology

P2. Acquire required resources from
company management

K2. Explain negotiation
techniques to acquire resources
from company management

P3. Prepare action plan for implementation of
selected energy improvement options

K3. Explain presentation and
visualization techniques

P4. Present action plan to management for
perusal and support staff for implementation

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

C5. Review progress of
implementation of action
plan

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

ICT system, Project
planning software

P1. Analyze project progress (milestones)
in set timelines

K1. Explain monitoring and
evaluation techniques of a
project

P2. Verify the implementation procedure, in
accordance with action plan

K2. Explain ways to deal with
obstacles and crises during
implementation

P3. Suggest adaptations in action plan if
actual progress is not as per plan

P4. Prepare project progress report of the
implementation of action plan

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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Maintain Competency Standards
Module D: Monitor the energy performance of Company
Overview: This Competency Standard identifies the competencies required to monitor the energy performance of the company by energy efficiency adviser, in
accordance with the organization’s approved guidelines and procedures. You will be expected to develop a measurement plan for monitoring the energy
performance, compare actual Vs Target energy performance and review Effectiveness of Action Plan. Your underpinning knowledge regarding monitoring the
energy performance of Company will be sufficient enough to provide you the basis for your work.
Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

D1. Develop a
measurement plan for
monitoring the energy
performance

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

P1. Determine data requirements for periodic
monitoring of energy performance indicators,
for Significant Energy Users

K1. Explain Performance
Indicators including leading and
lagging indicators.

ICT including Computer
system, office software,
internet facility, printer,
stationary items

P2. Identify locations for data collection as
per data requirements

K2. Explain criteria to identify
organization’s appropriate EnPIs
K3. Explain variables affecting
energy performance

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

P3. Identify measurement equipment with
specifications as per data requirements and
identified locations

K4. Explain working principles
and usage of different
measurement equipment

P4. Devise selection criteria for measurement K5. Enlist OHS requirements for
using measurement equipment
equipment (OHS, Reliability, Calibration,
Accuracy, Frequency, Cost, Time)

P5. Devise timelines and responsibilities for
execution of measurement plan based on
review requirements

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser

K6. Explain the contents of
Measurement Plan
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Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

D2. Compare actual Vs
Target energy
performance

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

P1. Perform measurement system analysis
as per MSA methodology

K1. Describe Measurement
System Analysis (MSA)

Computer system, office
software, internet
facility, printer,
stationary items

P2. Compile the measured data for further
analysis

K2. Explain statistical analysis
techniques

P3. Analyse gap between actual vs baseline
and target energy performance

K3. Describe key contents of
effective report writing

P4. Identify patterns of energy performance
of significant energy users

P5. Document energy performance based on
gap analysis

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

D3. Review Effectiveness
of Action Plan

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

P1.Calculate energy savings of implemented
actions as per action plan

K1. Explain root cause analysis
techniques

Computer system, office
software, internet
facility, printer,
stationary items

P2. Analyze gap between proposed and
actual energy saving of implemented actions

K2. Explain how to calculate
energy efficiency improvement

P3. Assess impact of realized saving on
Energy Performance Indicators

P4. Recommend corrective and preventive
measures to mitigate gaps identified in gap
analysis

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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Maintain Competency Standards
Title E: Develop Workforce Competencies of the Company
Overview: This Competency Standard identifies the competencies required to develop workforce competencies of the company by energy
efficiency adviser, in accordance with the organization’s approved guidelines and procedures. You will be expected to design training based on
need assessment, execute the training plan and evaluate the effectiveness of training. Your underpinning knowledge regarding development of
workforce competencies of Company will be sufficient enough to provide you the basis for your work.
Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

E1. Design Training
Based on Need
Assessment

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

ICT including Computer
system, office software,
internet facility, printer,
stationary items

P1. Determine training needs to promote
K1. Explain the training need
energy efficient operations of the organization assessment methodology
for each level

P2. Develop the training plan (objectives,
topics, resources, target audience and
schedule), based on training needs

P3. Communicate the training plan within the
organization according to organizational
guidelines

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser

K2. Describe the best practices
for designing the effective
training.

K3. Identify factors required to
communicate effectively and
precisely within organization.
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Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

E2. Execute the Training
Plan

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

P1. Review progress of implementation of
trainings against designed plan

K1. Explain monitoring and
evaluation techniques

ICT including Computer
system, office software,
internet facility, printer,
stationary items

P2. Identify barriers in execution according to
training plan

K2. Explain ways to deal with
obstacles and crises during
implementation

P3. Modify training plan to tackle the
identified barriers

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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Competency Unit

E3. Evaluate the
Effectiveness of Training

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

P1. Design criteria for evaluation of trainings
as per training need assessment (TNA)

K1. Explain training evaluation
techniques

ICT including Computer
system, office software,
internet facility, printer,
stationary items

P2. Perform evaluation of conducted training
as per training need assessment (TNA)

P3. Analyze effectiveness of trainings based
on results of evaluation

P4. Recommend improvements in training
plan based on effectiveness analysis

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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Maintain Competency Standards

Module F: Develop Professionalism
Overview: This Competency Standard identifies the competencies required to develop professionalism by energy efficiency adviser, in
accordance with the organization’s approved guidelines and procedures. You will be expected to perform communication at each level and
upgrade professional skill set. Your underpinning knowledge regarding developing professionalism will be sufficient enough to provide you the
basis for your work.

Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

F1. Perform
communication at each
level

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

ICT system

P1. Communicate within organization
according to organizational guidelines
• Management
• Energy team
• Employees
P2. Communicate with business partners
according to organizational guidelines
P3. Communicate with relevant authorities
according to organizational guidelines

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser

K1. Explain how to communicate
at different levels

K2. Explain how to write reports
for specific purpose and audience

K3. Explain how to present
specific information for a specific
audience.
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Competency Unit

Performance Criteria

Knowledge

Tools & equipment

P4. Prepare reports appropriate for the
audience

K4. Explain how to negotiate
effectively with relevant
stakeholders

ICT system

You will be able to:

You will be able to:

ICT system

P1. Improve professional skills in current
career path on continuous basis

K1. Explain sources for
professional development:

P5. Present information to different audience

P6. Negotiate with management and
business partners
F2. Upgrade professional
skill set

P2. Seek learning opportunities in new
relevant areas to diversify skill set.

P3. Adapt to changing business environment

•

Professional bodies

•

Prevailing standards

•

Certification courses

•

Online libraries

•

Webinars

•

Technical journals

Conferences or other events

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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List of tools and equipment
Documents, policies and guidelines
1

Computer system

2.

Measuring tape

3.

Stop watch

4.

Portable Energy analyzers with data logger

5.

Emission analyser

6.

Thermal imager

7.

IR temperature gun

8

Portable Gas flow meter

9.

Lux meter

10.

Tachometer

11.

Noise meter

12.

Ultrasonic leakage detector

13.

TDS meter

14.

Water Hardness kit

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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15.

Earth resistance tester

16

Portable Air Flow meter

17

Portable Water Flow meter

18

PH meter

Softwares
1.
2.

E-sankey software
Openproj or any other open source project management software

4.

ISO 50001

5.

Standard MS Office

Title Competency

Standards for Energy Efficiency Adviser
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Acquire Project
KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT TEST
Candidate Name: …………………………. Father Name: ............................................
Registration No: …………………… Date: ………………..
Time Allowed: 30 minutes
Training Institution: ..........................................................................................................

Instructions to Candidates: You must answer all multiple choice questions.
1) People involved in defining project requirements are :
a.
b.
c.
d.

Project Manager
Project Stakeholder
Project Sponsor
All

2) Marketing research is the process of linking through:
a.

Customer

b.

Competitors

c.

End User

d.

All of above

3) Which of the following is not the type of Contract:
a. Virtual Contract
b. Written Contract
c. Verbal Contact
d. Period Contract
4) In B2C, one Business sells goods or services to:
a. Customers
b. Other businesses
c. Both
d. None of Above
5) Formal written document or a solely spoken surety refers to:
a. Contract
b. Statement
c. Bond
d. None of Above
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Acquire Project
Instructions to Candidates: You must write short answers to all questions.
Q1. What are the Variable Cost in a Business Activity?
Ans. Operating cost that change in proportion to the activity of a business is called Variable Cost.
Q2. What B2B refers to?
Ans: It refers to Business to Business (B2B.
Q3.What is Marketing research?
Ans: It is the process of linking through information, customers, competitors and End users.
Q4: What is Management Plan?
Ans: An organized and resourceful method to project management is critical for a plan is called
management plan.
Q5. Who is “obligor” in a contract Assignment?
Ans: Obligor is the person who is obligated to transfer rights or profits to the person titled in the contract.
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Conduct Energy Review of the Company

KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT TEST
Candidate Name: …………………………. Father Name: ............................................
Registration No: …………………… Date: ………………..
Time Allowed: 30 minutes
Training Institution: ..........................................................................................................

Instructions to Candidates: You must answer all multiple choice questions.
1) A comparative procedure that compares the actual performance of an organization with the optimal
performance that is desirable to be obtained and gives profitability is :
a.
b.
c.
d.

Data Value Analysis
Data Gap Analysis
Both A&B
None of Above

2) The variable/s that effects the energy performance of an organization is/are:
a.

Weather

b.

Production Level

c.

Specific Energy Consumption

d.

All of above

3) The energy consumed per unit mass of fuel refers to:
a. Specific Energy Consumed
b. Total Energy Consumed
c. Both A & B
d. None of Above
4) Which of the following are energy performance indicators
a. Direct Methods
b. Predictive Method
c. Indirect Method
d. All of Above
5) Axial Flow Compressors are used where and constant flow is _________required:
a. Higher Flow
b. Constant Flow
c. Both A&B
d. None of Above
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Conduct Energy Review of the Company

Instructions to Candidates: You must write short answers to all questions.
Q1. In Air Conditioners what the word “SEER” refers to?
Ans: In Air Conditioners SEER refers to seasonal energy efficiency ratio.
Q2. What is determine by energy review of company?
Ans: It determines where energy is consumed and how much energy is inspired in an existing capability,
company or structure.
Q3.What Product Gap defines in an organization?
Ans: It defines the deviance of an organization from its set standards.
Q4: What are Key Performance Indicators?
Ans: Performance Indicators or Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are basically tools of performance
measurement of an organization.
Q5. What are types of Performance Indicators?
Ans: Performance indicator or Key performance indicators (KPI) are of two types Lagging Indicators Leading
Indicators.
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Advise on developing company energy policy and strategies
KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT TEST
Candidate Name: ………………………….

Father Name: ..................................................

Registration No: …………………… Date: ………………..

Time Allowed: 30 minutes

Training Institution: ....................................................................................................................

Instructions to Candidates: You must answer all multiple choice questions.

1) GUT priority Matrix rank the task according to :
a.
b.
c.
d.

Gravity
Urgency
Tendency
All

2) Which loss/es must be taken into account when considering oil-fired furnace:
a.

Wall Losses

b.

Material Handling Loss

c.
d.

Cooling media losses
All of above

3) Pictorial display of different projects deadlines is given:
a. PERT Chart
b. GUT Matrix
c. Both A & B
d. None of Above
4) EnMS refers to:
a. Energy Management System
b. Energy Monitoring Setup
c. Both
d. None of Above
5) ISO estimates these standards can reduce global energy consumption by------- percent:
a. 60
b. 70
c. 80
d. None of Above

Advise on developing company energy policy and strategies
Instructions to Candidates: You must write short answers to all questions.

Q1.Which ISO Standard is help for energy auditing and energy saving solution?
Ans. ISO50001 is helpful and basics of energy auditing and energy saving solutions
Q2. What is OHS and how it helps in organization?
Ans: OHS is Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) act, regulation and code. The OHS Code
explanation guide helps to explain the rules in easy-to-understand language.
Q3. What is Sandwich Technique Methodology and how management use it?
Ans: Management generally use sandwich technique methodology to correct unwanted
employee attitude for sandwich technique the process would be Praise, Criticize, and Praise.
Q4: What is Negotiation?
Ans: Negotiation is a technique with the help of which people resolve their disputes.
Q5. Why Organizations use Gantt chart?
Ans: A Gantt is used in organizations for scheduling of a project.

Monitor the energy performance of the company
KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT TEST
Candidate Name: ………………………….

Father Name: ............................................

Registration No: …………………… Date: ………………..

Time Allowed: 30 minutes

Training Institution: ..........................................................................................................

Instructions to Candidates:You must answer all multiple choice questions.

1) Which technique is also called ishikawa diagram:
a. Mind Maps
b. Pareto chart
c. Fishbone
d. Normal Distribution
2) Identification for the causes of a problem can be done by using:
a. Mind Maps
b. Fishbone
c. Pareto chart
d. Both (b) and (c)
3) More Significant situation/causes can be visualize by :
a. Mind Maps
b. Pareto chart
c. Fishbone
d. Normal Distribution
4)Bell Curve Shows the:
a. Mind Maps
b. Pareto chart
c. Fishbone
d. Normal Distribution
5) if discount rate k = 0.19 and cash flows in cells F1 to F16 then valid format for Net Present
Value in Excel is:
a. = NPV (.19 [ F1 F16])
b. = NPV (.19 : F1-F16)
c. = NPV (.19, F1:F16)
d. None of Above

Monitor the energy performance of the company
Instructions to Candidates: You must write short answers to all questions.

Q1. When to Use a Fishbone Diagram?
Ans. When identifying possible causes for a problem especially when a team’s thinking tends to
fall into ruts.
Q2. When to Use a Pareto Chart? Write any two scenarios.
Ans: 1. When analyzing data about the frequency of problems or causes in a process.
2.When there are many problems or causes and you want to focus on the most significant.
Q3. Write down the formula of Net Present Value.
Ans: Net Present Value = Initial Investment + Sum of the present values of
the Estimated Energy saving (Life of the Project
Q4: Define the Internal rate of return?
Ans: The IRR of an investment is the discount rate at which the Net Present Value of costs
(negative cash flows) of the investment equals the Net Present Value of the benefits
(positive cash flows) of the investment
Q5. Estimated lighting retrofit project cost Rs.60, 000.00. Estimated energy cost savings
are Rs. 20,000 per year.
Ans: Simple Payback period = Rs. 60,000 / Rs. 20,000 per yr.
Simple Payback period = 3 years.

Develop Workforce Competencies of the Company

KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT TEST
Candidate Name: …………………………. Father Name: ............................................
Registration No: …………………… Date: ………………..
Time Allowed: 30 minutes
Training Institution: ..........................................................................................................

Instructions to Candidates: You must answer all multiple choice questions.
1) What is the correct sequence for training Evaluation:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Identify, Select method, Design Tool, Analyse and Report, Collect Data
Identify, Select method, Design Tool, Collect Data, Analyse and Report
Identify, Design Tool, Select method, Analyse and Report, Collect Data
Identify, Design Tool, Analyse and Report, Select method, Collect Data

2) Which is not a training evaluation Tool
a.
b.
c.
d.

Questionnaires / Feedback Form
Interviews
Post Training Surveys
Microsoft Excel

3) Which is the most effective mode of communication:
a. Face to Face
b. E-mail/ Letters
c. Video Conference
d. Telephone
4) Which is the correct descending order sequence of Training Evaluation Levels
a. Reactions and Planned Action, Learning, Behavior, Return on Investment, Results
b. Learning, Reactions and Planned Action, Behavior, Results, Return on Investment
c. Reactions and Planned Action, Learning, Results, Behavior, Return on Investment
d. Reactions and Planned Action, Learning, Behavior, Results, Return on Investment
5) What are the areas that are considered in TNA:
a. Business needs
b. Cost
c. Current Competencies
d. Both A&B
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Develop Workforce Competencies of the Company

Instructions to Candidates: You must write short answers to all questions.
Q1. What are the steps for conducting TNA?
Ans: 1. Determine who we should ask
2. Develop questions to ask
3. Organizational assessment
4. Individual assessment
5. Tabulate the Results
Q2. What are the benefits of TNA?
Ans: 1. It will make sure that training design is according to need
2. It will put organizational need and training need in single context
3. Establish base for post training evaluation
4. Idea of sponsor is validated
5. Point out non training matters that are effecting performance
6. Survival of training function is ensured
Q3. List different Training methods?
Ans: 1. On job training (OJT)
2. Classroom/ lecture
3. Mentoring and coaching
4. Web based/ e-learning
5. Conference
6. Reading/ books
7. Academic programs
Q4: List Different Communication Channels?
Ans: 1. Face to Face
2. Written (Emails, letters, Fax, Memos, policies, Manual)
3. Video Conferencing
4. Radio broadcast
5. Telephone
Q5. Name the Kirkpatrick four levels of training evaluation??
Ans:

1. Reactions
2. Learning
3. Behavior
4. Business Results
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Energy Efficiency Adviser
KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT TEST
Candidate Name: …………………………. Father Name: ............................................
Registration No: …………………… Date: ………………..
Time Allowed: 30 minutes
Training Institution: ..........................................................................................................

Instructions to Candidates: You must answer all multiple choice questions.
1) The collection of raw facts and figures is called
a.
b.
c.
d.

Data
Observation
Hypothesis
All

2) Marketing research is the process of linking through:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Customer
Competitors
End User
All of above

3) In arc furnace energy losses take place through
a. Wall losses
b. Water cooling losses
c. Escape gas losses
d. All of the above
4) In a 4 stage compressor, if the pressure at the 1st and 3rd stage are 1 and 16 bar, then the delivery
pressure at the 4th stage is
a. 16 bar
b. 32 bar
c. 64 bar
d. 256 bar
5) Which technique is also called ishikawa diagram:
a. Mind Maps
b. Pareto chart
c. Fishbone
d. All of Above
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Energy Efficiency Adviser
Instructions to Candidates: You must write short answers to all questions.
Q1. What are the Variable Cost in a Business Activity?
Ans. Operating cost that change in proportion to the activity of a business is called Variable Cost.
Q2. What is OHS?
Ans: Rules governing health and safety fall under the Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) Act,

Regulation and Code. The OHS Code Explanation Guide helps explain the rules in easy-tounderstand language.
Q3. What are the steps for conducting TNA?
Ans: 1. Determine who we should ask
2. Develop questions to ask
3. Organizational assessment
4. Individual assessment
5. Tabulate the Results
Q4: Define the Internal rate of return?
Ans: The IRR of an investment is the discount rate at which the Net Present Value of costs (negative cash
flows) of the investment equals the Net Present Value of the benefits (positive cash flows) of the
investment
Q5. Who is “obligor” in a contract Assignment?
Ans: Obligor is the person who is obligated to transfer rights or profits to the person titled in the contract.
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